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Hanging From The Tree Of Knowledge

I had a pair of sneakers in grade school. What grade it was I
can't remember, though that isn't the important thing. The
important thing is that they were bluewith a red stripe and they
made me fast. It wasn't because of grip action soles or a brand name
or the construction of the uppers that I turned so fast when I wore
them. I was fast because those shoes, red and blue, liked me, wanted
me to win, ached for us to reach the edge of the gravel lot FIRST!
then turn around and jog slowly back to the starting line. When I
was about the same age, my stuffed animals lined both sides of my
bed, their button eyes surveying the room. When I left for camp and only took the bear I spoke to the rest
individually, explaining my absence, promising my return, and affirming my love for the unchosen ones.
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Twenty some odd speeches.
It was for the tree at the end of the block though, that I saved the most devotion. I discovered it with
several other kids when we were drawn to it by its hugeness, and by the thing that always draws children off
the ground and into trees. I returned to it often, alone. I nestled in the crotch of the tree, fifteen feet up in
leaves. I can still feel the rough bark against my cheek, the strange comfort of the knob that never felt just
right on my back When big boys dared me to hang upside-down from the tippy-top branches, the tree
would grip the backs of my sweaty knees with its woody knuckles clenched. It was too wise, knew me too
well, to let me fall.
It isn't unusual for children to believe in the spirits of inanimate objects, so say the psychologists and
behavior analysts. When, do they say, are we supposed to stop believing? In junior high I began to realize
that I might want my ears pierced, and also that ifI really still believed in the things I made up in creative
writing classes I had better keep it to myself And I did. But inside my head the line between what was real
and what I wished were real was indistinct. I knew I still believed.
Since then I have sat through classes and read books. I've learned things about how sneakers are
made, how stuffed things function, about how the insides of trees run with sap not blood. There is little room
in any of these places for anim,us, for soul. I am unsure how to conceive of a world this way, with the places
souls are found so carefully documented and so fully known.
Lately I am thinking about creation and expertise. About how knowing things makes believing
things more difficult. And how "the way things are" stands rooted in the path of imagining them differently.
How often, when I am trying to write or say something new or fantastical, do I wish for the courage I must
have once had to believe without conditions in the redemptive power of a pair of Zips. Sometimes I am
brave. Last semester in a philosophy class I wrote a paper on a topic that was unearthing from within me
more passion and creativity than I knew what to do with in fourteen pages. I wrote it with some of that
excitement unconcealed. After wrenching this paper from the deepest part of myself that a philosophy
class has yet touched, I got it back with one comment that stood out: '~A.re you speculating here? These
questions can only be answered with more research." Little girl, it is too dangerous here in the land of the

library to venture into the undocumented iniagination. Ask only questions whose answers can be found
in a book that has already been written. Stick to the facts. It is far wiser to quote the experts than to inch
out on to sonie linib, however slowly, until you are an expert yourself I am used to standing high above the
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ground on shaky limbs, I protest. But my courage has vanished. The ground below me seems a long, likely
fall.
Once I was paralyzed by the lurking suspicion that I would never know enough to be the expert on
anything. Now I am equally frightened that I know too much to unself-conciously create. How can I use
these tools, these pillars of knowledge that I am erecting year after year to enhance, not stifle, my ability to
wonder? Taking my cues from things I can touch instead of things I can think, I return to the trees I believed
in as a child. Knowing what I do about leaves and spurs and vascular bundles, I am amazed at the way trees
work But under the plain maple in the front yard, looking up I am dizzy not with figures and charts, but
with shadows and textures and the smell and feel of raw creation. (Who could have done such a thing? Such
an expert and such an imaginer.) And here I arrive back at the things I cannot, can never, touch.
Einstein once said that imagination is more important than knowledge. It's hard for me to face this
sentence squarely when I am in a place that elevates "knowledge" to a height where imagination can only
touch it on the weekends, and often only with the help of a few beers. But I have a hunch that Einstein was
right. We will never stop seeking to know, to understand. We shouldn't stop. But while the world of
knowledge is interesting, the world of imagination is truly important. In that world, we can not only drink
magic potions and ride the king's flying elephant, we can also dream up the elixirs and tell the stories that
give us hope, that connect us to ourselves and to each other in ways that debate and proof cannot..
There is magic i~ us, in our world that transcends our ability to "know" about it. Truth claims define
and box up and delineate. Sometimes this is necessary. But for all our boxing, enchantment has slipped out
the cracks before we noticed it was gone. Now we have closed up the box top with ourselves inside. It is
dark . We muddle around, often fearfully, knocking on the walls to be sure they are still sturdy. But hovering
around outside the walls is the mystery we have shut out. The escaped enchantment is only visible when
we shut our eyes and project, imagine, speculate, about what is beyond the box. Beyond, there are giants
and goblins, waters oflife and talking animals. Imagining them, we think we see things we haven't dared to,
things that books have not told us, about evil and communication and everlasting life. Once in a while, an
ogre may kick the side of the box with such force that the walls threaten to cave in around us. We are
frightened, but exhilirated. What could happen if we opened the top of the box and climbed up on each
other's shoulders til we could see outside?
G.K. Chesterton writes in an essay on fairy tales, "One may understand the cosmos, but never the ego;
the self is more distant than any star." In the aftermath of modernity, this seems to be the case. We have
landed on the moon, trusted in technology, named everything we can see. Yet we are often so far from
ourselves, and then from each other, that time and space are the smallest of our chasms. Imagination alone
cannot bridge this gap. IfI create a world so imaginary that no one can touch it I am still lonesome. Can
dialogue bridge the gulf between imagination and knowledge, between the selves we are and the selves we
pretend to be? A time will come I suspect, when I am talking of only what I know - loudly - and something
you have wondered will hit me smack across the face. Some day my creation will be enhanced by the thing
that you tell me, that you have just learned. Those stories lure me back to see again the world from which
my wonder sprang. Talking as we can, listening always, imagining as we must to fill the gaps where
language fails, we climb onto higher branches that bend and bow with the heaviness of our expectation, the
likeliness of our failure. Yet somehow, they hold. A creator might call this grace.
00
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Willow
Tufted golden harpstringsOn the gray day the showering shreds soar and slide on the wind,
andweepbutToday,
they are trilling!
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We have arrived. The congregation is sliding, as they do on
Sundays, into their customary slots. The organ is dull and discordant
and my wayfaring mind, unable to deal with this elementary
routine, floats out of those high windows to the orchard outside.
I am thinking of apple groves; dreaming oflightly drifting

speckles of pink and white, silky petals tripping over grass blades and scattering across highways, open
fields and rivers. A certain fascination comes with this contemplation of apples; the marveling at their
names--Red Delicious and Granny Smith--and of the quality and conditions that make them red, make
them different from tomatoes, make them apples. I remember cartoon movies in second grade classrooms
telling the tale of the backwards youth who wore a frying pan for a hat
and trailed appleseeds behind him across the continent. Remember
staring in wonder at encyclopedia pictures of blossom-filled river
banks. Life on an apple orchard, picking apples, making applesauce
and criss-crossed pies and cider, or at least inventing stories about
people who do - that is where my mind takes me. But I know nothing
about apple groves.
When my family moved to our house in Michigan--the only
place we've lived long enough to see all four seasons change--! saw
apple trees. Two of them. They sat neighboring one another about a
hundred feet outside our back door. And they were squat, mushroom-like trees with thickly woven
branches that hung low, touching the ground, and were difficult to mow around. Without warning,
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without beautiful budding filling the air with drifting blossoms, without any sweet smelling perfume, our
first September brought apples from those trees. Small, rough-skinned, sour apples that dropped
randomly throughout the fall. "Adrian apples," our long-time native friend explained to the disappointed
faces over the back fence, ""they're great for baking, they're great for potpourris, and they're sufficient--on a
good year--for applesauce."
On one of those days, those days when we began pulling on sweatshirts and flannel to cover bare
skin, I remember Mr. Ekheart standing there, scarf around his neck, his large shoulders wrapped in an
extra large trenchcoat, outside our back door in the space between the house and the trees. He was
thoughtfully holding one of our apples in his hand when I called to him through the screen.
""Excuse me, can I help you?" I asked with haughty assurance.
As he approached the house, his massive build loomed higher and higher until he stood looking
down on me, grinning.
"Tm Mr. Ekheart, the new Bible teacher over at the Christian school. Your mother told me that you
were reading books and thinking a lot She thought you might want to talk with me."
Yes, I had been reading books. For the last six months I had lugged around one heavy, red
hardcover. I quoted it to my parents and classmates and wrote letters
to friends explaining the crucial philosophical discoveries that this
author had illumined for me. My father tried to ignore my behavior, I
was just going through a stage. My mother thought it signaled the end
of my salvation and went to our pastor for advice.
""Have you ever read this book?" I asked extending my worn, red copy.
""No, but I have heard of the author and read about her philosophy."
""Well, I don't know about God anymore--that's why my mother asked
you to come--I don't know anymore how I should live my life. But I
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think this book is right about a lot of things and I want to know
everything about them."
He wasn't going to change my mind, make me put down my
book. I wanted to tell him that if that's why he came, he should leave.
But I didn't Mr. Ekheart came inside and we spent the afternoon
talking about God and my book.
(.'This book," he raised it high above our heads, its black cover
soaking in the sunlight coming through the windows, (.(.this book is the
rock, it is the way, the truth and the light It shows us who Jesus is, tells
us how to live, who to guide our lives by."
I straightened up against the hard wooden back of the pew. Tilting my head back slightly I could
just see the felt-stitched banner -- (.(.PEACE GOODWILL LOVE". I had spent many mornings in tiny,
cramped rooms with miniature multi-colored chairs, constructing those banners, the teacher's frustrated
interpretation of the Good Samaritan barely audible above a dozen simultaneous conversations. I didn't
talk about God then. Nobody did, except in the cheery way you talk about sunshine, the Easter Bunny and
the ice cream man.
I sure talked about God that fall, though. Mr. Ekheart came over regularly on Saturday afternoons. I
probed him for answers on original sin, salvation and redemption and a miriad of other Biblical doctrines
; and concepts. I was processing, my mind was reeling in facts and meditation on the unknown. I was
enamored of the newness ofthought--and equally enamored of the knowledge of Mr. Ekheart
Two things mark the end of that season in my mind. A handy grinding device for making
applesauce that sorted the seeds from the core and the meat went on sale at Sears and Roebuck; and Mr.
Ekheart transferred to a different school. Under the solemn pleas from my sisters and me, my mother
purchased the device. It sat, at least through January, for all to admire up high on the hoosier in the
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kitchen. Next fall we were going to have a bumper crop, we boasted to our friends, applesauce galore. And
Mr. Ekheart., although the memory of him drifts in and out of my mind on occasional Saturday afternoons
and Sunday mornings, I have not seen since.
He was standing the day he left, as he stood the day he arrived, with the apple trees behind him.
There was snow everywhere. His large body bent low to the ground and he formed between his hands a
tight, compact ball. I watched him from the door, my bare feet freezing. He rose, waved, and walked away
with the snowball cupped in one of his giant hands. He left without formalities, without hugs or promises.
I.I.Let's rise and sing Hymn number 346," calls the assistant pastor who has now stepped up to the
podium. We rise.
I am wondering about the real apple trees, the kind in the encyclopedia pictures. Where are they?
Do they undergo this rumored mass pink and white blossoming around August or September? Is it after
this blossoming that their apples are ripe and perfect for eating? And does this ripening come with the
first frost? Do the blossoms and then the frost come as a sort of signal to the apple farmers? Is it then that
they know--as we did not--that the apples must be picked? And if so, what if the frost doesn't come? What
if the slide from summer to fall is too indistinct or there isn't enough moisture in the air or some other
slight difference in the season causes the farmer to miss the day of ripening? What happens then? Sour
apples? Baking apples? Adrian applesauce apples?
There is an intricate plan that depends entirely upon precision, upon a multitude of perfect
junctions of time and space. The hands that pluck the apples from the trees must do so at the exact time;
too early or too late and the whole crop is risked. We can contemplate, reflect, regret if we must, remember
fondly, affectionately if we are lucky (blessed?), but that moment has passed. We can only hope, anticipate,
put faith in a connection made, that the apple was plucked from the tree by precise, watching, and loving
hands.
After the fall of one of these crisp, red, inanimate objects, Newton coined gravity. He calculated the
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time and speed at which two bodies, one stationary and one in movement, miss contact or crash together.
Through intellect, reason or instinct--whatever faculties available to us--we struggle to get a sense of this
timing. We look to the seasons, to the apples. To everything there is a season says the ecclesiastical
philosopher, to every object, every living body, there is a moment.
"Stonehenge." The minister continues gravely, "People ordered their lives by those gigantic
boulders. On June 21 the light struck upon an altar indicating the summer solstice; this gave order and
permanence to those people. Now those boulders lie in ruin, now those people are no longer."
""I don't know how you came to this place," the minister searches the eyes of the pews, ""but I know
how you will leave. You will leave this place tonight knowing that Jesus Christ is the firm and solid rock of
your salvation."
We bow our heads.

""If you came this way, taking any route, starting from anywhere, at any time or at any season, it
would always be the same," TS. Eliot's words trail in my mind and jar, ""Here, the intersection of the
timeless moment is England and nowhere. Never and always."
We do make applesauce now, every September. My mother usually travels out to an orchard in
Ohio where she buys the apples in bushels. It has become quite a
family affair, the rooting out of all the bad spots and the hands of my
sisters fighting to use the grinding device. Our kitchen churns out
about fifty jars or so and we consider it worthwhile fun. The apples
from the back trees are usually gathered up and the branches trimmed
distinctly to make mowing easier. With what good apples there are,
the ones that aren't too worm-ridden or mushy to pick up, we make
potpourri and throughout the fall months their tart, crab-sour smell
permeates the house.

oo
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After School
A cream cheese and jelly sandwich
half
Disaster food.
She sits ready on the steps
7years old
and prepared.
for the street to split
right
down
the
seam.
She eyes the corner for
the silver insect
who will tuck her inside a wing
and fly her home
with mom behind the feelers.
Late,
she waits.
The parade passes
with the fat silver bug
for a caboose.
She is happy to join the circus train
last
with the grape jelly
(almost wine in her hot hands)
cream cheese sandwich
half
She is glad
but wonders why
always her bug is last.
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I traveled to China this summer to take photographs. The
images were drastically different from any that I could have
encountered at home. The images not only interested me visually, but
showed me my distinctly Western way of seeing. Any transcultural
art will have a very specific context. Here the context is China as seen
through Western eyes. These images would be visually and
contextually different if they had been recorded by a Chinese artist in
China. The feeling should not always be comfortable, in the same
way that being in a foreign place is not always comfortable. When I
placed myself in a different culture I altered the context of my work. I
had to learn what I wanted to say about China before thinking of how
to communicate it visually. When you look at these images, keep in
mind that a commonality for visual reference comes only as
translated by a Western observer.

I

Girl with Teapot

Photograph
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PRAIRIE VISIONS

Apoet,a
painter,a
sculptor, and
a composer.
Each with
his own
language, his
own history.
Put them all
inan
expanse of
land that is
byturns
barren and
fertile,
frightening and consoling. Prairie Visions is the
result. Martin Oordt, Carl Granzow, Ken Hicken
and Chris Stoffel Overvoorde discovered a love
affair with the prairie and a community of
inspiration and friendship.
Through several years of planning, several
months of creating, and the thousands of miles
between Lethbridge, Alberta, and Grand Rapids,
Michigan, four artists came together around a
common theme--giving body and
voice to the prairie--and a shared
passion-- creating art. Oordt,
Granzow, Hicken, and Overvoorde
were at Calvin together for a week
in mid-October to share with this
community the things they created
andthethingstheylearned,about
art and land and collaboration. The
art they drew from one another is
visible in painting, sculpture, verse
and score. The relationship they
sealed and the hope they found in
their collaboration is evident in the
way they speak to one another, and
the way they listen. Four Dialogue
staff members spent one morning
watching and sharing part of that conversation. As
you read this, it continues.
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Dialogue What initially made us want to talk to you
is our ideas about what dialogue is, and what you
have done--it's really exciting to us. I started
wondering about how much you had an
opportunity to talk to each other about what you've
been doing; how much you saw each other's work;
how the collaboration felt to you...
Chris Well, we all committed ourselves to the same
thing and we all started at the same time. We
dialogued the first time in the Gushul Studio [in
Lethbridge]. That's where we met.
Martin That was the summer a year ago.
Chris Yeah, so that's when we all talked about
several different ideas, and Carl began to share
some things. And, as far as I'm concerned, the
support and the interest and the collaboration
began to happen right then and there when we met.
Martin Chris and I wondered if there might be a
place for doing something like this, where we spoke
to a theme, responding to each other. We talked; all
four of us interacted, we had ideas. So some of that
interaction was beginning. [Ken joined late] and
didn't get a chance to start working until midAugust He had seen Chris' stuff inDialogue.
Ken I had seen this issue here
(pointing to March 1994 Dialogue).
That's where I saw Chris' pictures.
They were one of the things that
convinced me; I decided that this
thing was worth doing.
Chris So your efforts have become
part of the collaboration as well. To
think of only four people is in many
ways too limited. IfI list the
number of people who have
jumped aboard--it's incredible. It's
been fascinating the way this idea
of collaboration is really growing.
Carl This campus seems to have a
wonderful way of working in a
synergetic manner. And you know
what synergy is, it's everybody acting individually
in a positive manner, not knowing the outcome, but
sensing that from all their work and all their

contributions, something interesting will occur. So
it's a bigger collaboration than the four of us.
Dialogue That makes me think that even though
dialogue seems like it's a big goal that's sort of far-off,
that people really like to do it, and that once you get
the ball rolling, we come into community more
easily than we think we they will.
Chris We used the word "collaboration," but I think
you just said it right: coming into a community. We
have become a community by working on the same
thing. And often what does community mean but
that you have something in common, that you've
committed yourselves in common. Least, that's the
way I like to think of it.
Ken Well I think there's a bigger community yet
involved. Christianity is the way that I live, and that
involves a lot of prayer. And I do believe that ifl
hadn't prayed about this and felt good about coming
into it, and felt that I'd have some support, I would
not have joined it. I did receive that kind of
influence and that's the main reason I'm in on it. I
have had tremendous help beyond the human.
Now, I think if you're talking about collaboration,
that larger aspect of it must be included.
Dialogue When I read the title of the show, the first
words that struck me were "prayer revision" and I
thought about being on a prairie and thinking about
a different way to pray that's maybe
not the way that we think about
prayer, necessarily. Could you talk
about the project as a spritual
experience, in the sense of you
interacting with each other or with
the land in a way that was sacred?
Martin For me, to write is a
spiritual experience. I think that I
don't understand the process,
finally, of writing. I never have. Part
of it is, Chris has often said, you just
go ahead and do it. It's exciting--the
work itself then becomes a way to
explore that spiritual dimension. If
there's any notion of prayer inside
of me, prayer is always the next step
of search, saying to myself and the power within
me, "What is it, where do I go from here for heaven's
sake?"

Carl I guess I could talk about my work, the
spiritual motivation of my work I'm used to being
around materials, and as I get older and perhaps
maybe wiser, I look at all the materials that
surround us and I'm just moved by their existence.
We not only take materials and use them to build
things, but nature builds these materials for us. We
use them there, we do things with them. In some
sense I see the world--the reality of the world--as a
very much a motivational point of departure for my
work It's a fabulous kind of stirring force that I can't
deny and I'm always questioning "Why? Why is
that there?"
Chris There's a sense of amazement, isn't there,
Carl?
Carl Yeah.
Chris As artists, we are really aware of the use of
materials because the very materials that we use
are God-given. You're not only responding to
something outside of yourself in terms of ideas, but
the concept of prairie, the concept of God, how do
you understand that ? If you think of the prairie as
God for a moment, then indeed, it becomes very
interesting because you really become aware of
your own limitation. You become so small and
insignificant in that humongous space that yes, it is
absolutely a spiritual journey. The stuff is a
reflection of God, it's his stuff1
Ken I like the kind of praying that
Jesus had in mind when he actually
talks to his father, and his father
talks back In other words, it's a
conversation, it's a two-way thing
and I experience that many times. I
go out on walks, often very early in
the morning when it's still dark, or
late at night. I feel this, this
communion and that's the thing that
is really valuable to me. I think that
· so much of great art is a message
from God for his people and it
comes through people who are
prepared to receive that message.
They have all the skills and the
knowledge and the technical power, but they also
have that submissiveness and that willingness to
listen.
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View North of Nanton, Alberta
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Oil on canvas, 48x48

Moon Near Cowley, Alberta

Installation

Oil on canvas, 48x48

Found objects
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Chris One thing I want to tell you is this--awe of the
prairie is awe of nature in its raw form. How does
God reveal himself? First, in the book of nature, a
most eloquent book in which all things, great and
small--ah!--are there to show both the visible and
invisible power of God. What?! The visible and
invisible power of God! That's the selection process
with which the artist deals. He wants to do more
than just record what he sees, he wants to do the
other thing--he wants to make visible the invisible.
Ah! that's heavy stuff I have become a firm believer
in "don't think too much, just do it". Be open, let it
happen. Just let God speak through you, or let it
come.
Dialogue I think you mentioned something about
how to find your own niche--where you fit into the
collaboration. There's so much to respond to on the
prairie and there's a way that a painter can respond
and there's a way that a sculptor can respond and a
composer and a poet and it's unique to that medium.
I wondered how you come upon your identity
within the collaborative effort. I wonder how you
knew, "Well, this is what I'm going to do, this is my
aspect to focus on."
Martin Well, I'll take up one stance and just put it
this way for me: that when we got talking about this
and I got to thinking about prairie, I think we could
have twenty more artists involved
with this, and we would never
finish really exploring the prairie.
We could do this all every year till
we die.. .
Chris ... and beyond...
Martin ... and we could take it all,
put it all together, and then we
would still say there's something
missing. It was a matter of, "Look,
I'll take my place within these
visions, and hopefully each of us
will inform each other." But I
haven't finished and I don't think
these people have finished either.
Prairie is so big, it contains a lot
more. It's like dealing with infinity,
eternity, or something--! don't even know how to
conceive of those things.
Chris I think for me, the mutual respect that we
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have for each other is item number one. Marty is
not threatening me, matter of fact, he's challenging
me. My discussions with Carl have been constantly
invigorating, because he always has a new angle
somewhere. It's organic, it grows, stuff happens that
I didn't anticipate. This is the stuff that's been
happening--the unexpected.
Martin Maybe it's also like somebody discovered a
concept. Someone else says something and
suddenly I reflect back and think '"Hmm, that's
kind of like this in my work," and Ken says well
that's like this in his work and then it makes me
reflect further.
Carl Chris said something that's absolutely correct:
it's organic. It's organic because we have four
different languages--music, poetry, sculpture,
painting--but in fact, all of us understand to some
extent those languages. So we can all, we're all
human, and we're all sensitive--! mean I hope we
are--well, we are--okay, I won't debate that.
(laughter) And so I think that the collaboration was
partially already made, that in fact we already
communicate with each other. And because we
have those languages in common--or to a certain
extent we have them in common--the collaboration
was very easy to do.
Ken One gets a bit of an incipient idea, which is
enough to get going, to take the leap
of faith. And then one starts
grubbing about, and one starts
digging and one starts exploring
and discovering. And it's this
discovering process that's
sometimes a most joyous and joyful
thing. That's what I'm finding.
Chris But Ken, are you really saying
the same thing that Marty and I
have been saying--that you learn by
doing?
Ken Of course!
Chris Good. I just wanted to clarify
that. Yeah, I heard him, I heard him.
Martin Carl said it too, right? We
discover--Ken calls it that leap of
faith--you're darn right. I jump onto that page and
there's nothing there, for heaven's sakes, and I've got
to start putting some words in there...

Chris But in an academic community, it isn't always
understood nor appreciated that we learn by doing..
Carl We should ask theinterviewers, we should ask
them a question, because they know about the arts.
What is the most important motivator for making
art? What is it? What is it? It's a basic concept. It's
nothing to do with prairie. It has everything to do
with everything.
Martin Aw, tell us, Carl.
Carl No, I want these guys to do it.
Ken Does it start with an H?
Chris No, it starts with an 0. Starts with an 0.
Ken Mine starts with an H.
Carl They're supposed to answer.
Chris Hey, I'm being quiet.
Dialogue That's sort of an intimidating question.
That is an intimidating question, if it has everything
to do with everything.
Carl It's basic to human p_eings, a basic emotionlove. Everytime when I'm working I always end up
saying to myself, "Gee, I love what I'm doing. I love
this. I love this activity." I just. .. It comes to me
every day. Isn't it nice to have that?
Martin I would respond this way: I love what I do
when I get started, but there are some times that I
have this idea or notion that I've written, scribbled
or whatever, and I know I've got to sit down. But I
have resistance to sometimes
sitting down and writing Ah!
but when I sit down and then I
start, I'm better. So--oh I love
what I do, Carl, but not always is
it so quick.
Ken Since when was love
always pleasant?
Martin Oh thanks, Ken. True,
true.
Ken Of course. Sometimes it's
absolutely miserable. (laughter)
Martin Good point.
Chris Iwas thinking of an old
Latin phrase--ora et labora,
pray and work It's in the
working that I pray, and it's in praying that I work
You can play with it. And those two little words
kind of sum it up for me. Love is implied in that.
Dialogue Carl, what you were saying about having

the languages in common, at Calvin that's an
important thing that people don't maybe realize
sometimes--that we do have the languages in
common. And that's--just to be reminded that we
have the languages in common-- that's what really
makes me excited about this whole thing.
Ken As far as I understand it at least, most human
beings have an awful lot in common. We all do the
same kinds of things: we all have the same kinds of
feelings, desires, emotions, and yet we have
different languages. The reason we understand
each other is not that I understand sculpture
necessarily, not that I reallyunderstand the
language of sculpture. I think there are some
common concerns we're very much aware of, and as
soon as Carl tells me what the word is, then I can
relate that to my own experiences, needs, and so on.
Martin I think we forget that we have words that
can begin to bridge, but that we're scared at times to
do so. We merge that distance if we dare to talk to
each other and to respect each other's work, to even
say, '"I don't understand that," or "That really is
weird." To again get a response from the person, to
help the person think about art. I'm really backing
up what Ken says about that willingness to share, to
just bridge and go for it and then trust it.
Carl From my own experience, you should go
outside of your discipline all the
time and say, work with a
scientist, talk with a scientist,
talk with a poet, work with a
poet, exchange ideas. There's
information--it moves back and
forth, it expands your world. It's
a really good way to make your
life fuller and richer and give
you a bigger perspective.
Dialogue Yeah, we'd like to see
Dialogue do something like
that. We'd like to bring people
together that would ordinarily
just be isolated.
Martin And remember there's
also books. The dialogue between people is not
always successful, but I encourage reading, and
going to concerts and so on. I learn a lot from
listening to music, all kinds of music. And I learn a
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lot from reading. I find the painter's words, I find
the sculptor's words, I find the composer's words. I
read other poets. How else do I know my own
discipline? How do I learn other disciplines?
Carl Also, Marty, how do we know ourselves but
through other people? I mean, true, they see us and
they're a reflection of what we are. So we can do all
these things, and until we talk to someone--you talk
to someone else about your poetry--you don't see
how they're perceiving it, understanding it. So this
kind of dialogue is very important.
Chris So often we put the artist on a pedestal
because he often is a public figure, but the artist

isn't doing anything unique, I don't believe. He is
not doing any more than what is required of every
Christian, but to respond, to respond to God. God
has given us all sorts of different gifts--that's the
richness of God in all ofus. And to be able to
discover that is absolutely essential. So you must
listen to other people's responses, because that
enlarges our concept of God. It doesn't diminish it,
no, it enriches. And so the more we can learn, the
more exciting this is. So dialogue is not only nice, it
is essential, it is required, because everyone is
required to respond in the best way he or she
possibly knows. That an artist does it by painting,
that a composer does it by composing music, that a
sculptor does it by manipulating materials into
images, that a poet does it with words, and that a
scientist does it in a lab--that ought to be part of all
of us. And in that regard, the artist is not unique,
he's merely doing what's required.
Ken He's sort oflike the apple tree who's producing
the best apples he can produce because that's what
apple trees do.
Chris Yeah! Amen. (laughter)
Martin And that's what language is. Language is
talking to ourselves. Alright, we're talking to
ourselves all the time--there's the dialogue out to
others and there's the dialogue in. That has to
happen, and we can deliberately go inside and I can
dialogue with these voices and various perceptions.
And I believe we as artists, we carry all humanity
inside us. I carry the pedophile, I carry the
wondrous magisterial person, I carry the curious, I
carry those who have died, I carry my neighbor who
has cancer, I carry all those people inside me, and I
have to become--as best I can--those people, and
present them as honestly as I can, and not be afraid.
Chris But you're not unique.
Martin Oh, I never said I was.
Chris Everybody has that.
Martin Everybody has that potential, but not all of
us listen.
Chris Oh.
Martin So therein lies a kind of uniqueness, too.
Ken He who hath ears, let him hear.
Carl There you go. =
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ToJ.D.,
for Lucille Clifton

a very long time ago
you hurt me.
below the stairs,
between the bed and the wall
you promised me
it was okay.
you bruised me and
walked away leaving
me howling in shame.
****

a very long time ago
i hurt the little girl,
left her
howling, shame ringing in my ears.
for so long her guilt has
touched me with
foul forbidden fingers
groping for the innocence,
leaving crimson imprints
on translucent petal skin.
****

for so long she told me
-and i listenedthat i was dirty
i had sinned.
the innocence he took away
was not mine to give,
she said,
but i gave it all the same.
i could not divorce the memory of
his fingers
onme
inme
right on fucking through me
****

now, after so many years,

iamhere.
i have come to claim her
because i know that what he took is
mine to retreive.
i have come to gingerly wash
away the crimson shame
i have come to hold her close in safe arms
and
whisper in her soul that
she was wronged
she was right.
she is mine, she is me
and
i have come to kiss with
forgiving lips
her petal skin made translucent again.

Woman with Ribbon

Charcoal
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STUCK

SOMEWHERE,
a little ditty

The scene is a
pile of
somewhat
random
househould
items, piled at
the middle of the stage. The pile should suggest
what happens when a rich person dies and the
personal belongings need to be put somewhere.
William and Fred enter. They are dressed in
shabby work clothes and William carries a set of
flippers. The have leg-irons on, with heavy chains,
so that they walk slowly and noisily. William enters
first. He is nervous and high-strung and he speaks
with a slight stutter. Fred enters a few feet behind.
He is sullen and bored.

WILLIAM (baffieil) You just ... left.
FRED Yeah.
WILLIAM (calm,, amazea) You just left.
FRED (disgusteil) Right.
WILLIAM What?
FRED Nothing.
WILLIAM (angry, shouting) You just ... LEFI'!
FRED (under his breath) Go to hell.
WILLIAM What were you thinking?
FRED (slowly, clearly) Go to hell.
WILLIAM You got no excuse, do you?
FRED You got no clue, do you?
WILLIAM Oh! How silly of me! I though I had a
clue!
FRED You have no idea what went on.
WILLIAM I thought ...just for a second ... that you
had a conscience. I thought just MAYBE you might
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HAVE SOME PROBLEM just leaving her like that.
But, no, .no, I guess that was just me having no clue!
FRED There was nothing I could've done. I can't
just make myself ... Jeez , you think you know what
she was like?
WILLIAM I ... I know enough.
FRED GO TO HELL!
WILLIAM She was beautiful.
FRED She was such a pain. (Lights dim, slowly to
spot on Fred). The last time, just like every other
time it gets ... so awfully annoying, and I get up to
leave, and she looks at the balcony, right? She looks
out there like in a poem, like she's dreaming and she
says, "It's such a long way down," and I say "I know,"
and I get up and start putting on my pants ... Ahh
hell, don't look at me like that! What else do you
think I was doing? Shit! And she says all of a
sudden like it's a game "What would you do ifl
tried to jump?" and I'm thinking What a pain in the
ass! I just put on my shirt and ignore it and she says
it again, "'What would you do?", and I say, "I dunno,"
so she gets mad, it's so predictable, she gets mad and
she yells at me, "You don't think I'd do it?!" and I'm
like jeez! if she keeps that up they'll be in here any
second, "Alright!" I say, like she's proved her point,
like she even has a point! But I don't know what
else to say, I just shake my head. And then she
makes a move for the balcony, I got to push her
back, "Alright! ALRIGHT!" I say, I just keep saying
that. All I want to do is get out of there, I never
know what the hell to say her . . . and she says
"Would you stop me?" and I'm like 'What the hell is
she thinking?' "Would you catch me?" she keeps at
it, she's SO ANNOYING. (to imagined wonian)
Yeah, yeah ... just suppose for the sake of argument
that you were gonna jump. So you're gonna jump,

huh? Well, of course, then I try to stop you, right?
Of course I try to stop you! What, d'you think I have
a choice? And you get pissed off I KNOW you'd get
pissed off and start screaming and then everybody
comes in here and I have to jump the balcony and
climb down the vines THOSE VINES ARE
POISON IVY, YOU KNOW! I am allergic to poison
ivy, you know that, so I got to get home and put my
arms in hot detergent and wash all my clothes, but
if you're really gonna jump then you get your
chance. I start climbing and you pass me right on by
on the way down and by the time I get down there
there's all these people standing around your dead
body and they're all like, '"who the hell's that guy
climbing down the vines?" And they throw me in
jail and they GOT NO DETERGENT in the
holding cell! So now I'm accused of murder and my
whole body itches like a sonofabitch and YOU
KNEW ALL OF THAT BEFORE I STARTED!
(back towards William) And now she's laughing
and she comes over like to hug me and, I dunno, I
push her away and then she's just sitting on the floor
moaning and people out in the hall start making
noise, knockin' on the door and asking her if she's
alright and she just keeps crying and so ... So, yeah, I
"Just Left," what the hell would you have done? I
was right over the balcony climbing down the
poison ivy THAT .. STUFF ... ITCHES!

(long pause.)
WILLIAM Yep. You're a bastard.

(lights back up to normal. 30 second? count:
start now.)
FRED Yeah. (pause) You never left anyone before?
WILLIAM You know I haven't.
FRED I know you have.
WILLIAM Not like that.
FRED You mean you tried to make it nice and
polite. Like it makes a difference.
WILLIAM How could you leave her? She was, Oh
God! she was ...
FRED You didn't even know her.

WILLIAM I was in love with her!
FRED YOUWEREN'TSHIT!

(pause)
WILLIAM Why would you say that? How do you
know. .. how the HELL do you know what I was ...
FRED Shut up!

(pause)
WILLIAM She was ... that same night she was at the
party, when they were all looking at me. I saw her
eyes, she was kind.
FRED Just shut up.

(This time a LONG pause. They both look
around at where they've arrived. Fred eventually
sits on the floor, William pokes around angrily in
the pile of stuff. Eventually, loses his anger and
playfully investigates the junk He climbs to the
highest point in the pile and sits down, majestically.
Then he surveys the whole theatre, looks over the
audience and smiles.)
WILLIAM This is just like real life! This is
alright!
FRED (hadn't heard him,) What?

WILLIAM What? WhatWhatWhat? Wonder
well-well-well we found it why?
FRED Ahh, shit.
WILLIAM Right Sorry. Oumps up and
rummages through the junk more. Finds a box of
oranges.) Oranges! They got oranges. You want
one?
FRED No. (lays down on his back)
WILLIAM (sticks several oranges in his pockets.
Picks up things from the pile and inspects them.
Looks at Fred who appears to be napping.) Hey!
(pause) Hey! (Throws several oranges at Fred in
nice high arcs until finally he hits.)
FRED (bored, sleepy) I might kill you.
WILLIAM Wake up!
FRED No.
WILLIAM Up up up! You somnolent wog! (pause)
Hey! Sleepy!

(pause)
FRED I'm gonna kill you.
WILLIAM Cranky! Irritable! You need a hat
(Walks over to Fred, puts thetophat over Fred's
face, steps back and surveys the effect) Do you
feel better?
FRED Good grief
WILLIAM Well, you look better. If Iwere a doctor,
I would cure you, but I am only a hatter.
FRED (pushes up to his elbows, moves the hat
back onto his head) I really can't stand you.
WILLIAM Or, to be more specific, A Maker of
Bonnets and Hoods.
FRED Let me sleep.
WILLIAM They said you had a concussion. You
can't sleep.
FRED (thinking, remembering) I just let go. Came
right off the wall.
WILLIAM Can I have the hat back?
FRED Whatever. (William holds out his hand, at
a distance) You want me to get up, don't you?
WILLIAM You can't sleep.

(Fred gets up, gives William the hat.
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William puts it on)
FRED Very dapper.
WILLIAM That's what I thought too. You know
why I'm still here? You know why? A nervous
disposition.
FRED (consoling) Yeah, I know.
WILLIAM They kept me here for Improper
Attire. But NOW Now I got a top hat, I'm just like
THEM.
FRED What?
WILLIAM And a nervous disposition
FRED What are you talking about?
WILLIAM That rich guy ... that BASTARD, he .. .
he invited me to the party because he thought I was
funny. I mean, I had no idea, but it's a big deal,
right? And so I get there to the party, you know?
And ... and they're laughing at me. They're ... They
laughed RIGHT IN MY FACE! They ... were
laughing.
FRED Yeah. Yeah, I know, it's alright I heard about
it already.
WILLIAM (grinning) That was a full-size, 15-

pound turkey.

(Fred begins to giggle and then laugh out
loud)
WILLIAM A fully stuffed 15-pounder. WHAM!
Right in the face! Justgrabbed by both legs and
swung it like a base ball bat! Jeez! There was
stuffing everywhere.

(Both Fred and William laugh wildly,
seemingly much more than appropriate. They
eventually become worn out and stop.)
WILLIAM You know? He wanted to get me on
Assault with a Deadly Weapon? Jeez! Like a
stuffed turkey is a deadly weapon! Can you believe
it? LAUGHATMENOW,ASSHOLE!
FRED That's beautiful.
WILLIAM Yeah?
FRED Yeah.
WILLIAM (upset again) I wasn't...When hit him ...I
couldn't help it. I mean, that's why they laugh at me.
FRED (apology, sympathy) Yeah.
WILLIAM They took my shoes.
FRED What?
WILLIAM You know, that fat guy with the cowboy
boots?
FRED Yeah. I know the one.
WILLIAM He took my shoes.
FRED I don't get it.
WILLIAM Once a week this lady comes to observe
me or something. She decides whether or not I can
leave, And ... and she is so cold. She is so ... cruel. I
feel like a little walnut, you know how they get
decayed over the winter, all black and crumpled
and nasty? Every time I see her I feel like that. All
shriveled. Well ... well, I told her that. Now she
asks me about nuts all the time. Peanuts, acorns,
you name it. LIKE I NEED ANOTHER
OBSESSION. And that fat guy took my shoes! She
keeps saying I have to come to the interview
"Properly Shod." I GOT NO SHOES, LADY! So the
fat guy gave me these (holds up the flippers). I ... I
dunno. I don't think she gets it. She just says I

exhibit "A Nervous Disposition." OF COURSE I
GOT A NERVOUS DISPOSITION. THIS LADY
COMES EVERY WEEK AND GRILLS ME
ABOUT CASHEWS AND PEANUTS AND THE
WHOLE TIME I'M WEARING THESE
FLIPPERS ON MY FEET. YES! YES! YOU
CAUGHTME! THAT ... MAKES ... ME...
.NERVOUS!
FRED They're bastards, Will, bastards.
WILLIAM I gotta get out of here.
FRED You can't
WILLIAM Shut up.
FRED You can't. You think that lady cares? You
think she'll ever give you a good report?
WILLIAM I gotta get out.
FRED You hit the wrong guy with a turkey.
WILLIAM I can't take this.
FRED You'll be alright.
WILLIAM You think so? You ... yeah, right. Well ...
well, I don't need your pity, alright? So screw you!
FRED Have it your way.
WILLIAM Myway? My ... way? MYWAY! MY
WAY? MY WAY?MYWAY?

(Fred grabs William in a control/hug to
calm him down)
FRED Hey! Hey, ifs alright. Calm down. Come on
now. For the moment we're free, right?

0-udy walks in She is 12 or 14 (not 13) She
looks expensively dressed, and is canying some
papers in her hand. She is a bit nervous, even
before seeing the two men hugging.)
JUDY Uhm. Ahem. (William and Fred notice her)
Excuse me.

(Fred lets go of William and walks away a
few feet)
WILLIAM Oh! Sorry. I'm ... sorry!
JUDY Uhh ...hi. (giggles). My mother is sick
WILLIAM I'm sorry. I ... .I'll be over there. (walks

around to the other side of the pile ofjunk and sits
down).
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JUDY Are you the carpenters?
FRED The uhh ... yes.
JUDY Are you sure?
FRED Yeah. Yeah, we're sure.
WILLIAM (standing up and looking over the pile)
What the hell are you talking about?
FRED (in a stage whisper to William,) Shut up!
(back to Judy) Yes. So, uh,you have something for
us. Those, uhh, papers there.
JUDY Why do you have those chains on your legs?

(William sits down again, overly nervous)
FRED (angry) What?
JUDY You have chains on your legs, what...
FRED Oh, that's very nice!
JUDY What?
FRED Thank you! How polite. That's just what we
need. Please, start right in with the personal
questions. You think it's common courtesy to ask?
You think it's your business? You think that just
because you are so... fragile you can get away with
anything you want?
JUDY What? I ...
FRED Do you see me asking you why your hair is a
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mess? You see me asking, "Why do you look so
completely useless and awkward?"
JUDY (alnwst in tears) I'm sorry!
FRED Whatever. (turns away from, her)
JUDY (at a loss, then staring at him, angrily)
(slowly, savoring the question) Do you ever wake
up in that tiny, pitiful universe of yours and realize,
"My God! I can't get out!" (stares at him, then
giggles)
FRED (confused/ aniused/ impressed, looks at her,
then walks away,fed up with the whole thing) (to
William) You talk to her. She uses your language.
WILLIAM Me?

(William takes a moment, then decides to
talk to her. He has put on his flippers, so he flaps
over to her while wearing them. Fred is disgusted,
but watching from a distance. Judy is frightened
and backs away from William.)
WILLIAM I, uh ... (looks at Judy questioningly,
then looks down at his feet) Sorry. I thought your
were someone else. (takes the flippers offand
throws them near the junk pile) Uhmm.. (laughs
nervously, then all smiley) Hello again.
JUDY What are you doing here?
WILLIAM What are we doing? We're ... you might
say we're General Help.
JUDY Are you carpenters?
WILLIAM General Help.
FRED General ... labor.
WILLIAM Yes! Right, we ... fix things.
FRED We make things.
WILLIAM Or ... change things.
JUDY Anything?
WILLIAM Absolutely! Anything and eveything!
Uhh ... within reason.
JUDY (laughs loudly) I don't believe you for a
second!

(All three stand around awkwardly, not
knowing what to do. They make furtive glances at
the audience.)
JUDY But I like you! And that's enough.

(William must change sharply. He is no
longer neivous and weak. He now acts with
confidence and would be charming if he weren't
still entirely odd.)
WILLIAM. (smiles slowly, cleverly) Then you'll

FRED Don't start in with the moods.
WILLIAM What? Oh. Right. But, yes. We'll need
a wheelbarrow and ... (looks quickly down at his
leg chains) and some metal bolt cutters.

agree, won't you that we're just the men for the job.
Appearances are, after all, only appearances.
JUDY (wary) I ... suppose.
WILLIAM Yes, you do. And we, your crew, look at
each other with a wild surmise! Silent, upon a peak
in Darien.
FRED (worried that William is slipping
strangeward) Oh no.
WILLIAM That was Keats!
FRED Sometimes he quotes poetry.
WILLIAM Sometimes I write poetry too!
FRED Uhmmm, you have a work order, right?
JUDY (staring warily at William, turns to Fred)
What?
WILLIAM I do! Sometimes I write poetry ...
FRED Right, right. You've got something there,
right?
JUDY Oh! Yes, I do.
WILLIAM I do.
JUDY (walking over towards Fred) It's ... my
mother wants you to move all this stuff to the
basement. And there's lumber over there. After
it's cleared out, she wants you to build something
like this. (holds out the paper)
WILLIAM Aha! I thought so! Something like this!
(walks over and takes the paper, studies it
carefully) Yes, yes. Something exactly like this.
(studies it more skeptically, lets out a long whistle)
You know, we're going to need at least a
wheelbarrow for this.
FRED What is it?
WILLIAM The Sistine chapel
JUDY No, no! That's just the picture. Look, here's
the dimensions. She just wants it in the sty le of the
Sistine Chapel. You know, that sort of mood.
WILLIAM Ahh ... the MOOD! Of course!

WILLIAM Don't mind him. He's an idiot.
JUDY Can I ask you a question?
WILLIAM Questions! Yes, of course! We take
questions. Especially Fred over there. He just loves
a good question! Ask him why he's here.
FRED Shut up.
WILLIAM Oh! Wait! I forgot. We don't take
questions. General Help. That's us. And questions
are always for specialists. Of a given species, that is.
A specific perspective, I suspect. Spectacular. A
flyspeck, but under the spectacles, it sparkles.
JUDY What?
WILLIAM I'm sorry, what was the question?
JUDY It's a simple question. Do you always act
like this?
WILLIAM No. Sometimes I act like him and he
acts like me. Shall we dance? (William grabs Judy
and they spin a few times. William lets her go.)
JUDY You ... dance very well.
WILLIAM Phooey! I dance out of tune.
FRED Look, miss. Just forget it. You shouldn't be
here. We're not what you think
JUDY No. Let's just assume that you're the
carpenters.
FRED That won't work You'll get in trouble.
JUDY No I won't! I spend my whole life just
assuming that things are normal. There's no reason
to stop now.
WILLIAM Ahh, Doctor Livingston, I assume?
(kisses Judy's hand)
JUDY Right. There's lemonade in the kitchen and
tools in the garage. You do know what to do, don't
you?

(Fred turns away, disgusted with William)

(Fred pulls out a gun from the pile of stuff
and shoots Judy with it. All three actors act as if
nothing has happened, and Fred puts the gun back)
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JUDY Try not to make too much noise. My mother
is ... sick. Do you thinkyou'll need anything, or ...
FRED We'll figure it out.
JUDY (giggles) Just yell if you need anything, I'll
be upstairs and ... and don't you EVER call me
awkward EVER AGAIN!

0udy and Fred stare at each other for a beat)
FRED You're beautiful.
JUDY Don't say that either. And sir, (bows to
William) thank you for the dance. (EXITS)
WILLAIM Wow!
FRED (follows Judy part way out, to 11iake sure
she's gone. Comes back) This all seems a little too
easy.
WILLIAM Freedom is like that, I think. Did you
see her?
FRED No, she's gone.
WILLIAM No, I mean, when she was here, did you
see her?
FRED Look, just don't slip off the edge for a couple
of minutes, alright?

(Exits towards the garage)
WILLIAM (picks up a wine glass froni the pile,
toasts the direction of]udy) The Viol, the Violet
and the Vine. Yeah, I always liked that line.
Sometimes I manage to hit myself right between
the eyes with something beautiful. ''Whose
wreathed friezes intertwine, the viol, the violet and
the vine". Or, no. I didn't write that. That was Poe.
Right. The inimitable Poe, he was a ... crustacean,
or something. He ... he set his life on fire, fueled it
with opium and alcohol, a big hot blaze. And then,
then he pulled out these embers, these freaking
beautiful shards of glass. I mean, painfully clear,
painfully hot, painfully sharp, molten glass. The
kind of truth that murmurs to you under its breath.
I mean what really annoys me, what I can't stand is
the vivid explosion of starkness. (shoots himself in
the head, puts the gun back down.) The sudden
crack of contradiction is so ... easy, so boring. What I
prefer are the mellow tones of flesh, deceit, and
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death. The stuff you mutter to yourself, the stuff
that takes months and years. She said she liked me.
WOW! And I kissed her. She said she liked me. I
don't think she'll wait around though. I don't think
she'll pay attention. She won't wait for me to recite a
poem that takes months and years to recite,
especially not ifl mutter the entire thing under my
breath. So, I'll just go for the stark contrast. (bangs
heavy things around, much energy) Madame, I
love you. Are you listening? (bangs more) I love
you.

(Fred enters, carrying bolt cutters)
FRED You really want to ruin our chances, don't
you?
WILLIAM Sorry, I was ... I was in love, for a
second.
FRED (cutting his leg irons off) You don't know
what love is. You're just self-destructive.
WILLIAM Yeah, whatever.

(Fred walks over and cuts off William's
chains)
FRED Don't hang around here. You got a chance
now,sorun.
WILLIAM I haven't danced in years.
FRED Right. Well, look, I'm gonna take of£ We
don't have much time probably.

(Fred starts to leave)
WILLIAM Hey! Look, I ... I can't do this myself
Can ... you take me with you?
FRED (looks fart her offstage to see if people are
coming} Ahh, shit! Uhmmm ... Yeah, I ... I guess it
doesn't make a difference. Come if you want.
WILLIAM (takes a few steps to follow Fred, then
stops) Wait. Wait, I ... I know you're gonna hate this.
I ...that woman ... I mean, I don't know if I have a
right to or if ... I forgive you. (walks off opposite exit

from Fred)
(Fred stares after William for a beat, then
leaves by his own exit.)
00

Wikweniekweg

Woodcut

the rain outside
blackens the walnut tree into burled knots
have they a name?
have i discovered somthing new
ordoisee
old patterns i ache to escape

?
if anything is possible,
then can i fly?
i crawl into reality
still smelling of smoke.
there's sand--not much--between my toes
(i feel it when i pour your coffee
and wonder how i travelled from
there to here so quickly),
not sure if here is a new sublime reality
or
the bottom of a well.
so i take a deep breath and
yell like hell.
either i'll shatter the glass
orwakeup
with my mouth clamped shut,
smiling.
Untitled
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Graphite

Untitled

Charcoal

Self Portrait

Intaglio

Onomatopoeia
We have been struck lately by how many noises there are in the world. Wow. And as if the sheer
number isn't amazing enough, then there is the fact that trying to say them--let alonespell them--is quite a
bit offun. In the spirit of such fun, we challenge you to the following ... game. Match the described sound
in the right column with the phonetic spelling of the sound in the left. Of course, do pronounce sounds out
loud while figuring.
ex. _l_ a. Batman punching villain

a. Commons Annex mens' bathroom
toilet flushing

1. Thwack!

1. eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee

_ b. tent zipper ( A-frame as opposed to dome)

2. thhwoump.

_ c. sonorous tone in your inner ear that no one
else seems to hear that makes you call your
sanity into question

3. byooomb-byoomb-bynumb

_ d. horse munching

4. whrrr-floomp-mpp-fflppp-mp

_ e. emphatic, one-handed closing of a big heavy
book

5. dboooooooooooooooooooo

_ £ getting off a GRATA city bus

6. hkkgrrgh-hhkkkgrrgfmb

_g. squirrel scolding bluejay or hapless biker

7. pbbpbplllllllppthhhtthhhhh

h. solitude of the Nature Preserve
(i.e. East Beltline traffic)

8. fuh-fffwooosh-guglgh

_ i. abdominal noises from holding in gas in
easily-offended company

9. schkkkk-chckk-cheeetck

_j. flourescent lights during a final exam

10. piiing ... fooooh/ffshhhh

_ k. good-natured taunting noise made with
tongue, generating much spit

11 zszzsiiieeezht !

_ l. shade going up (not mini-blinds)

12. vvvwrooowwwmmm!

Please submit finished quizzes to the Dialogue office with accompanying grunts, groans, affirming
coos or disenchanted clucks, hummphs and whistles. Winners may be asked to substantiate written
entries by demonstrating personal sound interpretations.
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